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Disclaimer 
 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government.  Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, 
product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned 
rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, 
trademark, manufacture, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 

Abstract 
 

This report discusses the first year of operation of a fuel cell power plant located at the Ocean 
County College, Toms River, New Jersey.  PPL EnergyPlus, LLC installed the plant under a 
contract with Ocean County College.  A DFC®300 fuel cell, manufactured by FuelCell Energy, Inc. 
of Danbury, CT was selected for the project. 
 
The fuel cell successfully operated from January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2004.  This report 
discusses the performance of the plant during this period. 
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Executive Summary 
 

Ocean County College’s decision to contract for use of a fuel cell at the college reflects the 
institution’s commitment to managing energy costs, exercising environmental leadership, and 
leveraging innovative technologies to accomplish its energy and environmental goals. Ocean 
County College’s director of facilities was interested in finding new energy cost reduction 
opportunities that could build on the institution’s growing reputation for commitment to energy 
efficiency and environmental quality while exploring new technologies. This combination of goals 
positioned Ocean County College to value the prospect of installing a fuel cell as a demonstration 
project that could deliver on its commitment. 
 
PPL EnergyPlus, LLC developed the project and Millennium Builders, a PPL company, was chosen 
as the general contractor for the project.  PPL and Ocean County College worked very closely 
with Jersey Central Power and Light (JCP&L) and New Jersey Natural Gas (NJNG) Company to 
assure integration of the fuel cell with the local utilities. 
 
The 250 kW molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) and its balance of plant is contained in an all-
weather container located just outside the college’s Instructional Building on a cement pad in a 
fenced-in 30 x 50 foot area in close proximity to the college’s boiler and electrical rooms.  Cables 
and piping bring power and hot water from the fuel cell into these interior control areas. The 
unit’s electrical output is fed onto the college’s main circuit while the hot water flows from the 
fuel cell to the college through a closed loop equipped with internal heat exchangers mounted on 
a custom skid in the boiler room. Fresh make-up water for the fuel cell’s reverse osmosis 
equipment is piped separately from the boiler room out to the fuel cell. 
 
The fuel cell operates in parallel with the local electric utility’s distribution system that serves the 
general area. The interconnection design relies on the grid protection components that come as 
standard equipment in the FCE unit design. 
 
Ultimately, the only substantive approval for the installation was for the parallel interconnection 
with the grid, provided by Jersey Central Power & Light. The utility had a well-defined set of 
interconnection requirements and procedures for units under 5 MW, and the approval process 
went smoothly and caused little delays. The primary liaison with PPL and the college was the 
utility’s account representative.  PPL and the college report that JCP&L was quite supportive of 
the project. The 60 percent reimbursement of installed costs was made through the New Jersey 
Clean Energy Fund, which is in turn funded through utility contributions.  The Department of 
Energy provided an additional $250,000 grant under the Department of Defense fuel cell buy 
down program. 
 
PPL started testing the fuel cell on October 31, 2003. Final acceptance of the fuel cell was 
completed on December 21, 2003.  Following several months of start-up activities, a high 
availability factor and few operating difficulties have marked operations during the first year. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 

This report covers the first year of operation of a fuel cell power plant installed by PPL 
EnergyPlus, LLC (PPL) under a contract with Ocean County College and installed at the college in 
Toms River, New Jersey.  The project had the support of the New Jersey Clean Energy Program 
and the Department of Energy (DOE).  PPL selected FuelCell Energy, Inc. (FCE) and its fuel cell 
model DFC®300 for the contract. 
 
Grant agreements were finalized, and a contract between PPL and Ocean County College for the 
manufacture, installation, and first year’s maintenance of the fuel cell was executed on July 17, 
2002.  As the prime contractor, PPL was responsible for all facets of the project. All the work was 
completed by PPL through various subcontracts, including the primary subcontract with FCE for 
the manufacture, delivery, and installation of the fuel cell. 
 
Final installation and field testing was completed December 18, 2003.  Final acceptance of the 
fuel cell was completed on December 21, 2003.  The fuel cell has operated for more than one 
year and continues to operate today. 
 

 
2.0 Name, Address and Related Company Information 

 
PPL EnergyPlus, LLC 

 Two North Ninth St., GENPL8 
 Allentown, PA 18101 

 
Contact:  Steven A. Gabrielle 
Email: sagabrielle@pplweb.com
Phone: 610-774-7095 
Fax:  610-774-4198 
 
PPL EnergyPlus LLC is PPL Corporation’s competitive sales and marketing arm.  PPL EnergyPlus 
buys and sells energy in competitive wholesale and deregulated retail markets, and provides 
energy solutions to business, industry, government and institutions. PPL’s products and services 
include wholesale energy marketing, retail energy marketing, natural gas, distributed generation, 
mechanical services and energy demand reduction. 

 
 
3.0 Production Capability of the Manufacturer 
 

FuelCell Energy, Inc. (FCE) is the leading high temperature stationary fuel cell manufacturer and 
developer of molten carbonate and solid oxide applications. FCE’s patented Direct FuelCell (DFC) 
technology combines high efficiency, low emissions, simplicity and economical cost for stationary 
power generation. FCE’s DFC products are a very efficient and clean means of generating 
electricity using natural gas and other renewable gaseous fuels. 
 
The fuel cell unit used in this project was a 250KW DFC 300A molten carbonate fuel cell supplied 
by FCE from its Torrington, Connecticut manufacturing facility. FCE is a world leader in the 
development and manufacture of high temperature hydrogen fuel cells for clean electric power 
generation. FCE is a leading fuel cell technology developer for over 30 years with more than $450 
million invested. FCE is headquartered in Danbury, CT with manufacturing facilities in Torrington, 
CT. FCE built its manufacturing operation with multiple purposes: 
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• Develop and refine the processes that will lead to large-scale manufacturing. 
• Produce fuel cell components, stacks, and modules for commercial field trial by FCE and its 
partners. 
• Produce fuel cells for FCE’s ongoing R&D and improvement programs. 
 
FCE’s first manufacturing facility in Torrington, Connecticut began operations in 1992. On April 
17, 2001 FCE unveiled a new 65,000 square foot manufacturing facility located in Torrington’s 
Technology Park. 
 
FuelCell Energy, Inc. 
3 Great Pasteur Road 
Danbury, CT 06813-1305 
 
Contact: Richard Shaw 
Email: rshaw@fce.com
Phone: 203-825-6015 
Fax: 203-825-6100 

 
 

4.0 Experimental 
 
This section is contained in the following information and in sections 5 through and including 
section 10. 
 
DFC300 System Specifications 
DFC® 300A     
 

 
Certified to CARB 2007 Ultra Clean Emissions Standards  

Dimensions 
Height:  10.5' 
Width:  9.0' 
Length:  28.0' 

Features / Benefits 
250 kW net 
Ultra clean energy 
480 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz 
Efficient 
By-product heat availability 
Easily sited 
Modular and scalable 
Quiet Operation 
Internal fuel reforming 
High-quality power 
Few moving parts 
Small package 
Fuel-flexible 

Plant Specifications 
Power Output:  250 kW 
Efficiency (LHV):   47 percent 
Heat Rate:  7,260 Btu/kWh 

Emissions  
Nox:  < 0.3 ppmv 
Sox:  <0.01 ppmv 
CO:  <10 ppmv 
VOC:  <10 ppmv 

Available Heat 
Exhaust Temperature:  ≈650° F 
Exhaust Flowrate:  3,000 lbs/hr 
Exhaust Heat Available:  300,000 Btu/hr 

 
FuelCell Energy, Inc. based in Danbury, Connecticut, developed and manufactures the above 
high temperature hydrogen fuel cell. FuelCell Energy has a range of products sized from 250 kW 
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to 2 MW, designed for a wide range of customers, including hospitals, universities, hotels, utilities 
and wastewater treatment facilities. 
 

 
5.0 Principal Investigator 
 

Ocean County College proactively sought out the project to 
implement its energy and environmental goals 

Ocean County College 
College Drive 
Toms River, NJ 08754-2001 
 
Contact:  Ken Olsen 
Email: kolsen@ocean.edu 
Phone: 732-255-0363 
Fax: 732-255-0533 

 
 
6.0 Host Facility Information 
 

Ocean County College 
College Drive 
Toms River, NJ 08754-2001 
 
Ocean County College is a public two-year community college sponsored by Ocean County and 
the State of New Jersey and is accredited by the Commission on Higher Education, Middle States 
Association of Colleges & Schools.  Ocean County College, founded over 35 years ago, currently 
has an enrollment of over 8,300 students.  
 
New Jersey Natural Gas provides the college with natural gas and Jersey Central Power & Light is 
the college’s electricity provider.  
 
 

7.0 Fuel Cell Installation  
 

The key milestones for the installation of the 
fuel cell were: 
• Completion of major foundations for fuel 

cell, heat exchanger and transformer by 
September 29, 2003 

• Fuel cell, heat exchanger and transformer 
to be shipped by September 30, 2003 

• Fuel cell, heat exchanger and transformer 
to be set in place on October 1, 2003 

• Completion of all mechanical and 
electrical work by October 16, 2003 

• Commission natural gas meter on 
October 20, 2003 

• Electrical relay test to be completed by 
October 20, 2003 
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Pre-installation work included: power monitoring, soil testing, natural gas testing and potable 
water testing. The PMK Group of Cranford, NJ was selected as the engineering design group. 
Millennium Builders of Rocky Hill, CT was selected as the general construction contractor. An on-
site construction kickoff meeting was held on August 3, 2003. The fuel cell, heat exchanger and 
transformer were set in place on October 15, 2003. The equipment is located to the rear of the 
Instructional Building facing the street. There is a chain link fence around the equipment. Two 
options were considered for metering power consumption: 1) reverse power meter to meter 
electricity being fed back into the grid; or 2) meter power on every contactor in existing 
switchgear and a piece of gear to sum all the loads into one power consumption load. The 
second metering option was chosen. The existing water pressure in the Instructional Building 
was too low at 15 psig. A pump system/surge tank was added to boost the water pressure from 
50 to 65 psig. New Jersey Natural Gas installed an underground gas line from the street directly 
to the fuel cell location where a regulator and meter was installed. The fuel cell uses natural gas 
at a pressure of 15 psig at a rate of 35 scfm.  The customer decided on a two loop system 
design (hot water/glycol) for the heat exchanger. All piping and conduit were routed to the fuel 
cell underground. 
 
The interconnection was completed by December 2, 2003 with commissioning and startup 
completed by December 21, 2003. 
 
Some of the issues encountered during the installation phase were: 
• The mini-pilings were out of tolerance in some locations. This was resolved by the contractor 

widening the grade beams and adding more rebar into the grade beams. The cost incurred 
for this change was borne by the contractor. This delayed the setting of the equipment onto 
the foundation to October 15, 2003.  

• There were no permitting issues, significant or otherwise, involving the siting of the fuel cell. 
 
Historical average monthly electrical use is illustrated in Table 2—Monthly Site Parameters—2003. 

 
There were approximately 18 weeks of construction with anywhere from one to five contractor 
personnel onsite on any one day. Over the 18-week period it is estimated that there were 
approximately 1900 man hours. 
 
The Ocean County College power plant operates in a cogeneration mode, supplying electricity 
and heat to several buildings on the campus. The unit is sited next to the Instructional Building 
and feeds power into the central power and heating system located in the basement. The power 
plant supplies about 80 percent of the daily power requirements for three buildings and 20 
percent of the heating requirements for the college’s central heating loop of seven buildings. 

 
 

8.0 Electrical System  
 
The 250-KW DFC 300A fuel cell power plant at Ocean County College is operated in parallel with 
the local Jersey Central Power & Light (JCP&L) electrical grid and is used as the primary power 
source for the site, with supplemental electricity purchases from JCP&L as necessary to meet 
total electrical demands. The fuel cell is electrically connected to the College’s 480V system at the 
main switchgear bus in the Instructional Building, which is ultimately connected to the JCP&L 
power grid at the main electric meter for the site located in behind the Instructional Building. 
JCP&L had a standardized electrical interconnection for all distributed generation projects, such 
as this fuel cell, that were under 5 MW in capacity.  The interconnection process went relatively 
smooth with a reasonable review and comment period from JCP&L on all interconnection issues 
and relay settings.   
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The DFC 300A electrical equipment contains a GE F-60 relay, which simplified the interconnection 
process as no additional relays, such as a reverse power relay, were required by JCP&L. As part 
of the interconnection application, PPL had to designate whether excess power from the fuel cells 
would be exported from the site. Ocean County College elected to obtain interconnection service 
from JCP&L that did not allow for export electric sales. 
 
The DFC 300A fuel cell is designed to allow for connection to critical loads and operation in 
“backup” mode when the power grid is not available.  Ocean County College did not connect any 
critical loads into the fuel cell during the first year of installation.  The college is currently 
investigating options to connect critical loads such as its computer systems and emergency 
power into the fuel cell as the college is a designated evacuation site for the State of New Jersey. 
 
 

9.0 Thermal Recovery System  
 
Prior to this project, three natural gas fueled boilers provided the primary source of heating of 
the Instructional and six other buildings on campus. Heating loads were higher in the winter 
which required heat from at least two of the boilers and were reduced to one boiler in the 
summer which was used as a reheat boiler for the cooling system.  As part of this project, the 
existing hot water loop system was extended to include the fuel cell’s heat recovery unit (HRU). 
The exhaust from the fuel cell unit is ducted to a Cain hot water HRU to capture the thermal 
energy in the exhaust. The recoverable thermal energy from the DFC 300A fuel cell power plant 
can be up to 0.3 mmBTU per hour (mmBTU/hr). Therefore, the fuel cell heat recovery system is 
designed to provide 0.3 mmBTU/hr (216 mmBTU per month) of thermal energy in the form of 
hot water. A new below-grade hot water piping loop was interconnected to the existing hot water 
piping within the Instruction Building boiler room and a new duplex pump system (70 gpm) 
added to circulate the hot water through the fuel cell HRU. The fuel cell heat recovery system is 
designed for continuous operation to provide the primary source of heat for the water loop, 
supplemented by the three existing boilers. The fuel cell heat recovery system includes a bypass 
on the HRU to dissipate heat from the system in the event the fuel cell system is isolated from 
the College’s hot water loop for any reason. This feature enables the fuel cell to continue full 
operation independent of the operation of the College’s heat recovery system. The HRU utilize a 
cross-flow configuration with the high temperature exhaust gas passing over coils through which 
the water flows. In this configuration, relatively cooler water enters the HRU near the gas exit 
and exits at the front of the HRU near where the hot exhaust from the fuel cell enters the HRU. 
In this configuration, the temperature difference between the gaseous exhaust and the water in 
the hot loop remains relatively constant across the length of the HRU, thereby maximizing heat 
transfer from the gaseous exhaust to the water. Water temperature across the HRU and the 
radiator is measured through the use of multiple temperature sensors.  The HRU system has run 
well during the first year of operation which substantially reduced the run time of the existing 
natural gas boiler system.  This helped to save in both fuel and operational costs of the existing 
boilers. 
 

 
10.0 Data Acquisition System 

 
The DFC 300A fuel cell power plant is designed for unattended operation and is monitored 
remotely by FCE through a telephone connection to FCE’s control center located in Danbury, 
Connecticut. Fuel cell operating parameters such as fuel usage, power output, water 
consumption, etc., are monitored by the power plant, with data stored locally and uploaded to 
FCE on a daily basis. The HRU skid is equipped with a meter that monitors continuous, 
cumulative and peak heat output as well as other thermal parameters. Ocean County College 
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maintenance personnel also visually inspect all aspect of the fuel cell system each day during 
their normal course of activities around the boiler room.  

 
 
11.0 Results & Discussion 

 
This section is included in sections 12 through and including 14. 
 
 

12.0 Fuel Supply System   
 

The fuel supply system for the fuel cell is designed for maximum flexibility. The fuel cell unit can 
operate on both pipeline-quality natural gas or biogass, if the biogas is properly cleaned up to 
FCE specifications. Natural gas is the primary fuel for this project at the college. 
 
New Jersey Natural Gas, the local utility, ran a gas line capable of sending minimum 15 psi 
natural gas to the fuel cell.  Having the proper pressure for natural gas available on-site was 
important and eliminated the need for a gas booster pump. The fuel cell uses a carbon bed, a de-
sulphurizer and a humidification system to prepare the natural gas for introduction into the fuel 
cell.  All these systems are provided by and delivered by FCE in the fuel cell container. 
  
 

13.0 Program Costs 
 

A breakdown of the actual project costs include the following items: 
 

• System Purchase Cost $1,016,066 
• Installation $544,858 
• Thermal Recovery $76,100 
• Performance Monitoring & Service Agreement $44,000 
• Maintenance (labor, materials, etc.) incl. 
• Fixed Operating Cost incl. 
• Variable Operating Cost ($/kWh) incl. 
• Fuel Costs ($/Mbtu) $9.00 
• Local Area Fuel Price $170,000 
• Local Area Electricity Price ($/KWh) $0.12 
• Other Costs  

o Freight $17,000 
o Commissioning/Start-up incl. 

 
The Performance Monitoring and Service Agreement from Fuel Cell Energy covers maintenance, 
fixed operating and variable operating costs. Maintenance includes items such as on site labor 
and material provided by Fuel Cell Energy. Fixed Operating Cost includes items such as 24/7 
monitoring, 24/7 800 number help line, engineering upgrades to the fuel cell and scheduled 
maintenance such as filter and salt changes. Variable Operating Cost includes call-out and 
response by Fuel Cell Energy technicians for unplanned fuel cell outages. 
 

14.0 Operational Data and Results 
 

Ocean County College’s electrical use during 2004 did not allow for full operation of the fuel cell 
at rated output during the fall, spring and winter months due to the campus load being less than 
200 kW on an average day.  A 400 ton chiller was operated in the summer time which increased 
the college’s average load to over 300 kW during the summer months.  For this reason, Ocean 
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County College chose to run the fuel cell at a reduced output (around 150 kW) during the non-
summer months.  The college is planning and is currently expanding its campus and will be 
seeking additional electrical loads to connect into the fuel cell to maintain its rated capacity 
throughout the year. 
 
Although at a reduced load during the non-summer months, the fuel cell ran very consistently 
and at a very high availability factor (96%) as shown in the table below.  The capacity factor for 
the fuel cell was 80% which was mainly due to the choice of running at a reduced output during 
the non-summer months of 2004. 
 
The operating hours, total energy produced, peak and average electric output were derived 
directly from hourly fuel cell output data.  The fuel usage fuel usage was derived from actual 
utility bills.  The thermal heat recovery numbers were based on sample data from the site and 
average expected thermal heat recovery based on the design of the HRU system.  Electrical 
efficiency is supplied by the fuel cell manufacturer and thermal efficiency is derived from the 
thermal heat recovered / gas heat input value.  The overall system efficiency shown is 59%. 
 

 

Table 1—Fuel Cell Operating Data 

Rated Fuel Cell Capacity                    250 kW Fuel Usage (LHV)                    18,942 MMBtus

Total Operating Hours                   8,410 hrs Thermal Heat Recovery                 2,183 MMBtus

Total Time in Period                     8,760 hrs Heat Recovery Rate                200,000 Btus/hr

 Availability              96%  Heat Rate                     7260 LHV Btus/kWh

Total Energy Produced           1,637,278 kWe-hrs Electrical Efficiency      47%

Average Electric Output                  4,486 daily kWh Thermal Efficiency       12%

Peak Electric Output       240 kW Total Thermal Heat 
Recovery 11,086 MMBtus

Capacity Factor           80 %

Fuel Cell Operating Data

 
 

 
Prior to the installation of the fuel cell, Ocean County College purchased 100% of its electrical 
energy from the local electric utility and it purchased natural gas and produce hot water with its 
three boilers.  The data below was derived from actual electric and gas utility bills. 
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Table 2—Site Parameters Prior to Fuel Cell Installation—2003  

Month        
2003

Total Monthly 
Site Electrical 

Usage

Peak Site     
Electrical 

Usage

Total Monthly 
Site Fuel Usage 

(LHV)

Peak Site     
Fuel Usage 

(LHV)

kWe-hrs kW MMBtu MMBtu/day
Jan 102,600 301                4,013 5.73
Feb 132,300 325                5,800 8.29
Mar 129,600 350                4,461 6.37
Apr 127,800 366                3,039 4.34
May 175,800 425                1,721 2.46
Jun 147,312 450                175 0.25
July 198,900 465                421 0.60
Aug 167,100 457                420 0.60
Sept 169,200 389                641 0.92
Oct 148,800 306                744 1.06
Nov 139,200 306                2,200 3.14
Dec 148,800 278                4,156 5.94
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After the installation of the 250 kW fuel cell, electric energy purchases from the local utility were 
reduced by over 1.6 million kWh and thermal energy generated by the boilers was reduced by 
over 2,000 MMBtus.  Overall gas purchases from the local gas utility increased by 18,900 MMBtus 
in 2004 due to additional gas purchases for the fuel cell.  The data below was derived from 
actual electric and gas bills.  The Total Monthly Site Fuel Usage column summarizes the gas use 
at the Instructional Building and the fuel cell, which are separately metered. 

 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 3—Site Parameters During Fuel Cell Installation—2004 

Month       
2004

Total Monthly 
Site Electrical 

Usage

Peak Site      
Electrical 

Usage

Total Monthly 
Site Fuel 

Usage (LHV)

Peak Site    
Fuel Usage 

(LHV)

kWe-hrs kW MMBtu MMBtu/day
Jan 20,400 171 6,129 8.76
Feb 34,200 171 4,365 6.24
Mar 31,500 171 4,044 5.78
Apr 71,700 171 1,467 2.10
May 39,300 264 1,780 2.54
Jun 31,200 264 3,101 4.43
Jul 51,201 244 731 1.04
Aug 52,030 244 1,519 2.17
Sept 13,084 259 1,121 1.60
Oct 58,009 244 1,746 2.49
Nov 43,455 244 2,273 3.25
Dec 47,618 244 2,409 3.44

 
 
 
The site parameters that changed included a reduction in purchases from the local electric utility 
of over 1.6 million kWh which was offset by the power generated by the fuel cell.  Natural gas 
purchased for the boiler house in the Instructional Building was reduced by over 2,100 MMBtus 
due to the thermal heat recovered from the fuel cell.  The overall gas usage at the college was 
increased by over 18,900 MMBtus due to the natural gas needed to run the fuel cell. 

 
The following table identifies the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), Total Scheduled Outages, 
Mean Time of Scheduled Outages, Total Unscheduled Outages, and Mean Time of Unscheduled 
Outages.  The date, cause and duration of each outage that occurred during the first year of 
operation in provided in the second table below.   
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Mean Time 
Between Failure 371 hrs

Total Scheduled 
Outages 62 hrs

Mean Time of  
Scheduled Outages 341 hrs

Total Unscheduled 
Outages 288 hrs

Mean Time of 
Unscheduled 

Outages
408 hrs

Fuel Cell Outages

Table 4—Fuel Cell Outages 
 
 
The most common cause of the outages was grid interruptions from the local utility (designated 
as periods 14 through 22 on the chart below). Grid interruptions caused 126 hours of the total 
350 hours of down time for the fuel cell in 2004.  Grid disturbances may include local lighting 
storms, line switching, a pole accident or other unexplainable outages or fluctuations in the grid 
that cause the fuel cell to trip.  
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Ocean County College
Fuel Cell - Mean Time Between Failures
January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2004

Fuel Cell
Fuel Cell Shutdown Shutdown

Period Run Hours Hours Start Date Type Comment
1 1418 35 02/29/04 Shutdown Repair RO fitting
2 1108 118 04/16/04 Shutdown Sulfur breakthrough

3 39 8 04/23/04 Shutdown
Change out desulfurizer carbon 

beds
4 146 2 04/29/04 Shutdown Grid Connection
5 307 2 05/12/04 Shutdown HSBY soak

6 150 9 05/19/04 Shutdown
correct fuel deviations and 

make air flow changes

7 29 1 05/20/04 Shutdown
determine and implement 

correction for voltage deviations
8 738 24 06/20/04 Shutdown Hold in HSBT

9 21 5 06/22/04 Shutdown

Technology to review data, 
ramp to power and continue 

grid connected operation

10 10 10 06/23/04 Shutdown

Complete to ramp to 220 kW 
and evaluate stack 

performance
11 11 6 06/24/04 Shutdown Continue evaluation
12 177 3 07/01/04 Shutdown Ramp to HSBY
13 79 4 07/05/04 Shutdown Fill Brine tank
14 222 15 07/14/04 Shutdown Grid Connection
15 827 3 08/01/04 Shutdown Grid Connection
16 288 42 08/30/04 Shutdown HSBY
17 931 2 10/10/04 Shutdown Grid Connection
18 189 2 10/18/04 Shutdown Grid Connection
19 322 6 11/01/04 Shutdown Grid Connection
20 36 16 11/02/04 Shutdown Continue ramp and evaluate
21 672 21 12/01/04 Shutdown HSBY
22 444 19 12/20/04 Shutdown Grid Connection

8164 353

Mean Time Between Failures
MTBF 371.1

  
Table 5—Fuel Cell Meantime Between Failures 

 
 
PPL EnergyPlus, LLC certifies that all the activities as noted in this report for the year 2004 are complete.   
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15.0 Milestones/Improvements/Lessons Learned  
 

The fuel cell installation at Ocean County College had several milestones that were achieved 
during the first year of operation: 

• First installation of a 250 kW fuel cell demonstration project at a public college in 
New Jersey 

• A ribbon cutting ceremony to promote the installation of this leading edge technology 
with the local community and the state of New Jersey 

• An integration of the fuel cell with several technical courses at the college by faculty 
so students can learn and better understand the many benefits of this technology for 
future 

• One of the first demonstrations of a fuel cell at different load levels during each 
season to better match the actual energy use at the college (full output in the 
summer and partial output in the non-summer months) 

• The first time pilings were used to stabilize the fuel cell pad as this fuel cell weighing 
90,000 pounds had to be set on top of very sandy New Jersey soil  

 
Several improvements and modifications PPL learned through this demonstration: 

• The ability to use pilings to stabilize the heavy fuel cell in sandy, soft soil conditions 
• The use of redundant pumps on the hot water loop from the heat exchanger to the 

boilers to improve overall system reliability 
• The need to closely assess and monitor on site electric and thermal use for a 

potential fuel cell client to assure the fuel cell operates as efficiently as possible and 
while not back feeding into the power grid where wholesale power prices are 
extremely low and uneconomic compared to offsetting retail electricity purchases on 
site 

• The use of a high speed broadband connection for quick, instant access to the fuel 
cell is much more useful than slower dial-up connections.  This helps with monitoring 
and troubleshooting the fuel cell remotely and saves from the cost of sending out a 
technician unnecessarily 

 
Several lessons learned from the installation of this demonstration project at Ocean County 
College include 

• The need to meet very early in the process with local planning officials.  Local 
townships are generally very receptive to a fuel cell installation when they 
understand what a fuel cell really does and that is a safe, reliable source of 
environmentally friendly power and heat.  Having local informational meetings with 
local officials and members of the college board were very helpful. 

• Siting the fuel cell near a location where power and heat can be readily connected 
into the college’s utility system are key to a successful project.  The fuel cell with the 
heat recovery unit occupies a relatively small area and the fuel cell is very quiet and 
clean which allows it to be sited very close to buildings.  

• Installation costs can be reduced if land near the utility connections is available and 
is relatively clear from obstructions, both above and underground.  The sandy soil at 
Ocean County College and the weight of the fuel cell caused PPL to install pilings 
under the fuel cell pad to assure long term foundational support.  The overall close 
location of the fuel cell site to the Instructional Building boiler room greatly reduced 
installation costs which could have involved long electric and thermal pipe runs or 
significant ground work. 

• Installation of the fuel cell also involves close coordination with all suppliers and local 
trades to assure success.  The fuel cell project can easily run into cost overruns if the 
project is not managed properly. 
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• The operation of the fuel cell was spearheaded by FuelCell Energy, the fuel cell 
supplier.  FCE entered into a service agreement with the college that allowed FCE to 
monitor the fuel cell 24 hours a day and dispatch technicians as needed for routine 
and non-routine maintenance.  This was the best case scenario for the college who 
did not want to train its on-site maintenance personnel on how to operate the fuel 
cell.  The fuel cell is complex power plant that needs special and ongoing training to 
assure successful operation.   

 
 

16.0 Conclusions/Summary  
 

Ocean County College partnered with PPL EnergyPlus to embark on this endeavor to install a 250 
kW DFC300A fuel cell from FuelCell Energy.  The success of this project was also support by the 
New Jersey Clean Energy Fund and the Department of Energy through the Department of 
Defense’s fuel cell buy down program. 
 
The college had three main goals for this project: 

• Manage energy costs 
• Exercise environmental leadership 
• Leverage innovative technologies 

 
All three goals were successfully met by through the installation of the fuel cell.  Over 1.6 million 
kWh of electricity were generated and over 2,100 MMBtus of heat were recovered which offset 
natural gas purchased to create heat in its three boilers.  The college was also able to extend the 
life of its boiler and reduce maintenance costs through the use of the heat from the fuel cell.  
 
Ocean County also exercised environmental leadership by being the first public college in New 
Jersey to install a leading edge 250 kW molten carbonate fuel cell.  This fuel cell represented the 
newest available fuel cell technology at the time and drew praise from the college’s peers and 
local officials. 
 
Finally, Ocean County College is leveraging this innovative technology by allowing faculty to 
integrate this topic into their classroom curriculum.  Students of today are not just hearing about, 
but they are actually able to see, feel and hear an operating clean power source in their backyard 
on the campus.  
 
This demonstration project was a true success to the college, students, community and to the 
promotion of fuel cell technology for generations to come. 
 
The total fuel cell cost in 2004 was $1,868,024 which includes installation, operations and fuel 
purchase.   

   
17.0 References 
 

None. 
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Appendix 1 – List of Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 
BOP KW – load in kW of the balance of the plant 
Btu. – British thermal unit 
cbUnit – unit number, i.e. Unit 5 is Ocean County College 
CO – carbon monoxide 
COMBO64 – designation to show plant status 
dc – direct current 
DFC – Direct FuelCell 
DOD – Department of Defense 
DOE – Department of Energy 
college – Ocean County College 
EPM – Electric Power Meter 
FC-217 PV – Process Value for Flow Control_217, used to regulate/measure natural gas flow 
FCE – FuelCell Energy, Inc. 
FS – Field Service 
gpm – gallons per minute 
GTAC – Global Technical Assistance Center 
HMI –  HRU – heat recovery unit 
Hot s – Hot Standby 
HSBT – typo in report should be HSBY 
HSBY – Hot standby 
Hz – Hertz 
I&C – Intrumentation and controls 
JCP&L – Jersey Central Power and Light 
kW – kilowatts 
kWe – kilowatt equivalent 
kWh – kilowatts per hour 
lb/hr. – pounds per hour 
LHV – low heating value 
MCFC – molten carbonate fuel cell 
MMbtu – million British thermal units 
MTBF – mean time between failure 
MW – megawatts 
N2 – nitrogen 
NJCEF – New Jersey Clean Energy Fund 
NJNG – New Jersey Natural Gas 
Nox – nitrous oxide 
OCC – Ocean County College 
Other D BOP – shows reading at balance of plant 
OtherD CCB – shows reading at critical customer circuit breaker 
OtherD Inverter – shows reading at inverter (Inverter=PCU, which is Power Condition Unit) 
OtherD TB – shows reading at Tie Breaker 
PC – personal computer 
PCU AC KW – Gross power output in kW from inverter 
Power opps – Power Operations 
PPL – PPL EnergyPlus, LLC 
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ppmv – parts per million by volume 
psig – pounds per square inch  
pt – pressure transmitter 
QSIA – conductivity meter 
R&D – research and development 
RO – reverse osmosis 
scfm – standard cubic foot per minute 
Sox – sulfur oxide 
TBKW – Tie-breaker kilowats 
TD_0368 – incell differential temperature 
TS&R – trouble shoot and repair 
V – volt 
VAC – volt alternative current 
Voc – volatile organic compound 
vs – versus 
WTS – water treatment system 
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Appendix 2 – Excavation Photo 
 
 

 

Ocean County College Fuel Cell Site 
Excavation of Grade Beams & Undergrounds 

Site View - 22 Sep 2003 
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Appendix 3 – Installation of Fuel Cell 
 
 

 
 
 

Installation of Fuel Cell 
October, 2003 
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Appendix 4 – Installed Fuel Cell 
 

 
Fuel Cell Installed 
October 31, 2003 
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Appendix 5 – New Jersey Natural Gas Usage 2003 / 2004 
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Appendix 6 – Jersey Central Power & Light Usage 2003 / 2004 
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Appendix 8 – Record of Fuel Cell Data Provided by FuelCell Energy, Inc. 
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